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1. Why did you decide to team up to 

form Nuboaix?

It was a natural decision as we were 

both fashion graduates with the same 

dream. Though we were very 

different in terms of aesthetics and 

style during our NAFA days, when it 

comes to business we're both very 

aware of the need to work together 

and create a single vision.

2. What do you love most about your 

area of work?

Creation and reaction. 

I think the core of a designer will
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Then after, you'll want to see how the 

end product is received/perceived by 

others. 
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3. What is your target audience for Nuboaix and why did you choose this group at the 

beginning?

It has always been for the minority of individualists who set trends rather than follow 

others, who prefer subtlety over loudness in their style choice. We create sleek fashion 

forward wear for this niche group of folks, who may possibly be creators themselves in a 

myriad of different scopes.

At the time we started, there weren't many labels globally that were on this path, and it 

was also because we were designing what we would wear ourselves, that weren't already 

available. 

4. What is one thing you hoped to have been exposed to while studying in NAFA that 

would have helped in your careers?

We graduated a long time ago really. Our curriculum had been much more static and 1 D 

compared to what 's offered today. The key change will be technology. Access and 

knowledge on today's fashion tech greatly influences what we are doing. 
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